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the forest is the poor man’s coat 
keeps off the worst wind’s bite 

step in – let other worlds elapse 
follow the trail of light
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For Odveig Klyve

I have written this book for your voice and mine
for parts in a round, for harmonies, for arguments or conversations,
for fragments the breeze bears away  
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the whole country’s uphill

one pine grows straight up from the rock 
there’s one little boat to dot the sea

a cabin nowhere 
still fresh painted 

and high above all, paused for breath 
a pair of muddy boots – that’s me





the summer poems
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Ålvik

it is a power tool place now 

roadside raspberries
kayak in repose

such days all fjord along 
the fresh coat towns are left to dry 

summer throws the switch
for long evenings with drill and saw 

with bottle brought from Norheimsund 
or beer from co-op here

just to stand outside 
and see your wall painted 
with light to spare 

but rain comes for windows on a sultry night 
past the day-wide veranda 
sometimes a sky feigns gales 

just to show 
it’s back in 
the washing machine 
for winter 
storm tumbled 
buffeted with drifts of snow 
till everything lies under 
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till we’re hung up 
in attic dark to dry 

the world is double glazed for a reason 
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light’s lugged here and there 
like firewood for the other months

ivy strikes up 
as if just thought of 

moss inches 
where the moment rests 

from the road 
voices carry 
can’t be made out 

everything a roof keeps dry 
has this breathing time inside 

birds keep on past midnight 
you have to close your eyes for the dark

thunder keeps to itself 
in clouds slung low

there’s a feather on the floor of needles 
where all you hear is creek

these things all let light in the heart 
because they are not seen

the evening of the tractor
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is a little whale’s way 
mirror of heaven 

how green the forests come to it 
how green the meadows grazed to shore

strayed over insects still consider 
who they each will be 

wings and scales are one to it 
it’s all daylit moon 

turns, dips 

little boats at bay 
and colours bob 

though life is endless afternoon 
the snow’s still fast 
high up it stays 

because the summer is a dream 

and all the work of hands  
soon takes a turn indoors

the glass fjord
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flash eyes to take the glitter hook 
the hunter comes undone 

then gut and clean and cook and curl 
swim silver in the flesh of dream

sound of the stream draws on 

in dusk slant dappled
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a ship rules a line 
the only thing straight 
in all the world turning
and as for birds and fish? 

scribble 
too small 
to see 

the fjord like laid paper
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I’d rust my roof if I lived here
I’d let the weather shine in the wood 
I’d go to ground
leave lawn unmown
 
I wouldn’t fill out the forms 
I wouldn’t buy a tin of paint 
I’d exercise the poet’s privilege 
of naming the Norway twilight

naming the twilight in Norway
for Rhiannon Inman-Simpson


